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Van Gogh’s mark making 
Is the authenticity of line still 
relevant in 21st century drawing? 

Chapter 1: Introduction 

In this review I will show how Van Gogh’s visual 
language resonates with me and how others 
including myself can learnt from it.  I will 
concentrate on his drawing mark making and how 
he used these as a language that is expressive, 
descriptive and eloquent.  This is of specific interest 
to me in my own practise especially my work in pen 
and ink where I am striving to develop my own 
personal visual language in drawing. 

For me mark making is the foundation of all work 
when I am making art.  The initial marks are both the 
initial foundations and structure, the final marks of 
a piece can provide both its character, aesthetical 
appeal, character and style. 

Van Gogh drew incessantly using Japanese prints as 
an inspiration source.  This was probably the origin 
of his love of pen and ink and his introduction to the 
language of mark-making.   

Writing to his brother Theo he notes how deeply the 
importance of drawing was to him and his artistic 
development. 

“For you mustn’t think that I’ve put watercolour 
or painting out of my mind. I certainly have it in 
mind, but drawing is the root of everything, and 
the time spent on that is actually all profit.” 
(Vangoghletters.org., 2018). 

Throughout this review I will examine how Van 
Gogh used mark making to define his works and 
how contemporary artists are doing this in their 
artist practice. 

I will also discuss the importance of developing an 
individual and personal artistic vocabulary and 
language in mark-making.  I will discuss how visible 
brushstrokes, drawing lines and knife marks provide 
character, aesthetics, structure and form to 
artworks.  How authenticity and vitality is instilled by using an individual language and expressing 
emotion through mark-making.   

My sources will be drawn from historic and contemporary sources, as well as scholarly and exhibition 
reviews. 
  

Figure 1-1: Woman with Kettle, Seen from the Back (1882) 
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Fig 1-2: Winter Garden (1884) 

Fig. 1-3, Arles: View from the Wheat Field (1888). 
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Chapter 2 : Van Gogh’s development into an artist 

Many of Van Gogh’s ink drawings utilise a reed pen which is especially suited to Van Gogh’s style and 
manner of working.  The chisel-tip runs out of ink quickly, suiting rapid, brief marks as well the 
descriptive calligraphic marks of Van Gogh. 

Stripping Van Gogh works of colour, the pure monochromatic image reveals the essence of Van Gogh’s 
mark making visual language. In Charles and Telis analysis of his works:  

“The absence of color — that quality most associated with Van Gogh — bares for the eye, as if 
through an x-ray, the skeleton of his work — the power of line.” …. “The black and white 
drawings disclose what color in the oil paintings had obscured; the shape, direction, and 
repetition of line are sufficient to convey meaning and excite emotional response.” (Charles and 
Telis, 2009: 2, 3) 

His work developed to a stage 
where he eliminated detail and 
became bolder in his graphic 
language.   

Writing to Theo on 7 May 1888, 
“And I have no doubts that I’ll 
always love nature here, it’s 
something like Japanese art, 
once you love that you don’t 
have second thoughts about it.” 
(Vangoghletters.org, 2018) 

 

 

 

 

His love of nature and flowers 
combine in “Two cut Sunflowers”, 
the simple and effective use of line 
form direction, weight and shape.  
This work is equally effective in 
monochrome, illustrating the strong 
underlying graphic elements.  

 
  

 Fig 2-1:  Two cut Sunflowers (1887) 

Fig 2-1a:  Two cut Sunflowers (1887) 

(same drawing as Fig. 2-1 reproduced in monochrome) 
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Chapter 3 : Who he has influenced 

One of the first to recognise the intensity and quality of Van Gogh’s marks was art critic Albert Aurier.  
In a review article “Les Isolés: Vincent Van Gogh”, published early 1890 he commented “his work as 
intense and feverish, his brushstrokes as fiery, very powerful, his palette as dazzling, and said his 
technique matched his artistic temperament: vigorous and intense”. (ThoughtCo. 2018). 

Many renown artists have been influenced by the work and style of Van Gogh.  In Shock of the New, 
Hughes (1991) comments “Kokoschka saw the work of Van Gogh for the first time, and was struck by 
the searching, declarative intensity of his portraits – particularly the self-portraits“.  After a Van Gogh 
exhibit in 1906 Maurice Vlaminck's declared, (he) "loved Van Gogh that day more than my own 
father".https://en.wikipedia.org/wiki/Maurice_de_Vlaminck - cite_note-freeman15-9   (Freeman, 
1991).   

Renown Picasso biographer John Richardson, noted Van Gogh’s influence on Picasso which intensified 
especially in his later years.  Picasso obtained and framed a copy of the newspaper report on Van 
Gogh’s ear self-mutilation.  Also noting Van Gogh’s influence in the thick brushstrokes and piercing 
gaze of Picasso’s self-portraits.  (Pablopicasso.org. 2018).  In her book Essential Picasso, Payne (1999) 
also notes of the influence of Van Gogh on Picasso - “The bold black outlining – a direct influence of 
Gauguin and Van Gogh whom Picasso saw in Vollard’s gallery – rich colour and depth of energy.”.  See 
Fig. 3-3. 

Van Gogh’s influence continued into contemporary times; Leon Kossoff (See Fig. 3-4) makes regular 
‘pilgrimages’ to the National Gallery renewing the influence of artists particularly Cezanne, 
Rembrandt, Van Gogh and Bomberg.   (Waterman, 2018).  

In Vitamin D: New Perspectives on Drawing (Dexter, 2011), there are several artists whose work 
indicates they may have been influenced by Van Gogh and his mark making etc.  In particular I note: 
Ryoko Aoki and Susan Turcot.  See Figs. 3-1 and 3.2. 

Fig. 3-1. Non violent defence measure #1 (2004)  Fig. 3-2. Bodhisattia (2004) 
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Contemporary artists still use mark-making as an important integral aspect of their works.  Recently, 
at an exhibition in Derry I was struck by how mark making by the artist was critical to the outcomes of 
the works.  This exhibition “Silent Testimony” featured 18 portraits by Colin Davidson documenting 
individuals affected by the “Troubles”.  The very visible brushstrokes and knife marks complemented 
the large scale of these portraits as well as providing character and form to the pieces.  Without these 
marks the portraits would lose much of the vitality and presence which is integral to them.  It was the 
most moving collection of work I have ever seen.  See Fig. 3.6 (Davidson, 2015). 

What appears to haves influenced the artists above is the vigorous mark-making, stroke intensity and 
marks of Van Gogh’s visual vocabulary.  The common denominator is these artists appear to ‘invent’ 
their own artistic vocabulary of individual expressionistic marks.   

Van Gogh’s work has influenced me, in particular his drawings.  Using my preferred medium of pen 
and ink I approach how Van Gogh himself worked.  In my drawing process I have done much as Van 
Gogh has - find and utilise a mark making process that suits me, using it to define and shape my work 
with a variety of marks depicting various elements and textures in drawing; utilising ‘abstract’ strokes 
I depict grass, foliage or stone as well as clouds and sea. 

Fig. 3-3. Abduction (Nessus 
and Deianeira) (1920) 

Fig. 3-4 From Goya: 
The Meadow of San 
Isidro, (2007) 
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Figure 3.6. Virtue Dixon (2015)

Figure 3.6a. Virtue Dixon (2015) 
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An example (Figs. 3-5) of my Parallel Project drawings indicate the abstract and calligraphic marks 
used.  Working this way, I try to indicate a patch of grass rather than every blade, the impression of 
stonework without building the wall. 

Through much of art history the academy system was the arbitrator of public taste and official 
patronage and requiring meticulously detail with minimal visible brushstrokes.  (Nga.gov, 2018), (Tate, 
2018) (Metmuseum.org, 2018).  The advent of photography changed this; artists could never produce 
work with the accuracy achieved instantly in camera.  Art had another means to re-invent itself - the 
human hand, relationships of colour, light effects or expression of feeling.  How an artist drew (the 
marks used) became as important in the visual representation as other elements such as subject and 
accuracy of depiction. (Journal of ART in SOCIETY, 2018), and. (Char.txa.cornell.edu, 2018).   

In drawing the artist can express their emotions and response to the scene and subject, the energy 
and enthusiasm in Van Gogh’s works is very visible.  Largely self-taught he was not too influenced by 
conventional teachings from the academies. (Ives, 2005).  When picture making he essentially 
invented a visual language of marks and strokes that makes his works so unique and identifiable.  
Writing to his brother, Theo on 1st May 1882 he said - “I’ve had no ‘guidance’, no ‘instruction’ from 
others, but have taught myself, as it were, so it’s no wonder that on the face of it my way of doing 
things differs from that of others.”  (Vangoghletters.org. 2018).  

In summary, the influence of Van Gogh touched many artists over the years especially through the 
marks and visual vocabulary of energetic, vigorous calligraphic strokes.   

  

Fig. 3-5. Parallel project drawing #3 (2017-18) 
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Chapter 4 : Analysis of some works 

For Van Gogh a rich inspirational source were the Japanese prints; often referenced in letters to Theo.  
Writing in a letter dated 23/24 September 1888:  

….”I envy the Japanese the extreme clarity that everything in their work has. It’s never dull, and 
never appears to be done too hastily. Their work is as simple as breathing, and they do a figure 
with a few confident strokes with the same ease as if it was as simple as buttoning your 
waistcoat. Ah, I must manage to do a figure with a few strokes.”  (Vangoghletters.org, 2018). 

For years he strove for a style to depict the subject matter as simply as possible, seeking economy of 
line to depict descriptively much like his favoured Japanese prints.  His drawing strokes are not so 
much line as calligraphy strokes; not only depicting they describe and bring subject matter to life. 
Harris, 1998), (Ives, 2005). 

These drawing strokes have been referenced extensively in the past.  A newspaper review of “Van 
Gogh – The Drawings” exhibition at Metropolitan Museum, New York noted 

“Van Gogh's art like Leonardo da Vinci's was fundamentally graphic, rather than painterly”.   
“Van Gogh never learned to draw like Rembrandt, but he turned his clumsiness into a virtue with 
a forceful, sculptural way of drawing that was uniquely his own.”   “He drew like a blind man 
running his hands over something, defining every plane with parallel strokes”  (Zeaman, 2005) 

His drawing, “Fishing Boats at Sea” (Fig. 4-1) reveals how he brings the scene to life.  We note it is a 
windy day with heavy brooding clouds as the fishermen struggle in their craft, minimal strokes fully 
describe the sea’s turbulence.  These short curling strokes and stippled ink dots of varying intensity 
fully describe the heavy seas battling the fishing boats, the waves crashing, foaming and breaking on 
the shore at our feet.  The fishing men in their boats become incidental to nature, indeed of the seven 
boats only two fishing men are seen as Van Gogh concentrates on depicting the sea; further 
emphasised by the high horizon pushing the turbulent sea even further into our face.  You can nearly 
feel the spray of the waves and salt on your lips as you watch the battling fishing folk earn their 
perilous living. 

Fig 4-1: Fishing Boats 
at Sea (1888) 
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The sky pregnant with heavy foreboding cloud is closely stippled contrasting sharply with the rhythmic 
patterns of ink marks denoting the waves making their way towards the boats and shore.  Approaching 
the shore, they grow in intensity and strength like the sea they are depicting.  The unidirectional 
strokes of distant waves become more violent and seemingly haphazard as they reach the shore where 
a f settled pattern intersperses with swirling curves and dots of ink depicting foam and swirling waves 
surging up the beach to the viewer precarious perch. 

The strength of the wind is emphasised by the straining sails; these un-marked areas are not areas of 
quiet and rest as they are full of wind that is both threatening and useful to the seamen. Van Gogh 
indicates shadow by making his marks closer and heavier on the boats and underside of the wave 
about to break on the shore at our feet.  In this composition through his treatment of the subject and 
marks he gives particular emphasis to the water. 

In “Fishing Boats at Sea, A” (Fig. 4-2) the same techniques and qualities are evident in a much calmer 
scene with less prominence for the sea, nature is still the main subject. 

  

Fig 4-2: Fishing  Boats at Sea, A (1888)  
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Chapter 5 : Conclusion 

The essence of a scene can be distilled into a series of marks, these having greater significance now 
than through most of art history.  Writing in Contemporary Drawing, Davidson (2011) notes  

“…. since 1950 or so, the mark in drawing can be, and has been, used in more than one way, a 
situation not seen in older drawings. Before, the mark was the thing used to create the image; 
and, as the image was the message, the mark was a means to that end.  Today’s drawing artists 
have three ways they can use marks, not just one: the mark can be a means to an end, as before, 
it can be an end in itself; or it can do both together.” 

Van Gogh, may have used marks not just to depict a scene but also for their aesthetic value.  For him 
oriental prints aesthetic markings were one their main attractions; and were definitive in him deriving 
his visual mark-making language. 

In my Parallel Project primarily with pen and ink, without colour, I have used a series of marks, my 
own visual vocabulary, to make a picture.  In Fig. 5-3, a coastal village in Fife is depicted with a 
multitude of abstract strokes. 

Summarising Chapter 2 in Contemporary Drawing (Davidson, 2011), writes: “Drawing has always 
provided a direct path to this kind of truth, and contemporary drawing artists continue to work at 
finding new ways of arriving at it.”  Each individual needs to discover and utilise their own artistic 
language, find marks that come intuitively to them and use this to discover their artistic voice.   

The mark-making Van Gogh showed us in 19cth century France is still relevant to 21st century artists.  
A work can be instilled with authenticity and vitality especially by using an individual language and 
expressing your emotion in your work through mark-making.  He shows us that by the careful 
modulation of a fairly limited range of marks a subject can be brought to life.  The artist today makes 
marks to depict a subject and for the mark’s own sake.  The mark itself can become the subject.  This 
is given authenticity by the artist deriving their own language of marks.   

Much as an individual’s handwriting style gives an individual and aesthetic feel to a written piece, so 
also can an artist show their own hand through a visual vocabulary in the depicting of a subject.  

Fig. 5-3. St Monans [Parallel Project] (2017-18) 
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Fig 5-1: Sower with Setting Sun  (1888) 

Fig 5-2: Garden with Flowers, A (1888) 
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